
ï»¿Dry Out plunges into the minute details of the evaporation process through a dramatic series of timelapses. Shot with macro-lenses and microscopes, the grotesque short film by Christian Stangl reveals water droplets,
leaves, and succulent fares, like berries and even whole fish, transforming into their gaseous counterparts during the course of days and weeks. Watch more of Stangl&#8217;s films that dive into the lengthy processes of
the natural world on Vimeo, and check out stills of the process on Flickr.&nbsp;As an antidote to lockdown boredom, Sussex-based Tom Boulton designed a lightweight, portable printing press that brings the inky art form
directly into people&#8217;s homes. In contrast to traditional machines that are heavy and bulky, the F-Press was created using 3-D printing and CNC machines and easily fits on a tabletop, letting users produce A5
artworks, greeting cards, and other type-based pieces even without access to large equipment.Boulton&#8217;s press already reached its goal on Crowdfunder, although you still have one week to support the project.
Head to Boulton&#8217;s Instagram to see some of the prints he&#8217;s created using the device.&nbsp;&nbsp;View this post on Instagram&nbsp;A post shared by Tom Boulton : Letterpress (@typetomdotcom)All
images Â© Caroline Harrius, shared with permissionCaroline Harrius merges two historically domestic crafts in her florally embroidered vases. The Stockholm-based artist shapes tall vessels and studs them with tiny
holes just big enough for thread to pass through. Adorned with a readymade cross-stitch pattern or Harrius&#8217;s own floral motifs, the finished vases are semi-functional and visualize the intersections of gender and
craft history, particularly in relation to decoration and purpose.Harrius recently graduated with a master&#8217;s degree in ceramics art from Konstfack University of Arts, Crafts and Design, where she began the porcelain
pair. This was the first time I felt ashamed of something I was working on. I wanted to hide my vases so no one could see them when I was not there and could explain the reason behind the work. For some reason, I saw
no value in the curvy vases and didnâ€™t want to be associated with them, she shares.Now working from her studio in the iconic Swedish porcelain factory, Gustavsberg, Harrius plans to create a third vessel with
black-and-white stitchingâ€”follow her on Instagram for progress on this designâ€”to complete the series that questions historical conceptions of women&#8217;s work. Iâ€™m interested to see how I revalue the
techniques when (they&#8217;re) taken out of their original context and are combined into one piece, she writes. (via Brown Paper Bag)&nbsp;All images Â© Shiinoki/AMKK, shared with permissionJapanese artist Azuma
Makoto (previously) is known for shifting the contexts in which we typically view floralsâ€”think encasing bouquets in blocks of ice or suspending them in the stratosphereâ€”through installations and designs that blur the
boundaries between art and botany. Shown here is a 2018 project titled â€œFrozen Flowersâ€• from Makoto&#8217;s In Bloom series. The undertaking brought the artist to Notsuke Peninsula in Hokkaido where he
doused open blossoms and greenery in water. Positioned against the stark, snowy landscape, the resulting arrangement is frozen in its original splendor, allowing the vibrancy of the flowers to peek through the icicles.The
place where this installation was held in Hokkaido is also called the end of the world since blighted pine trees are usually spread out there and that place freezes over in winter, says Makoto&#8217;s studio. It was the
series of how Azuma pursued unknown possibilities of flowers and how flowers express themselves under this condition.More images and a short video of Makoto&#8217;s process are available on his site, and you can
follow his latest works on Instagram. (via The Jealous Curator)&nbsp;All images Â© Heji Shin, courtesy of Reena Spaulings, shared with permissionHeji Shin has ruffled more than a few feathers in her career through
provocative and, at times, controversial photographs of infamous celebrities, crowning babies, and explicit scenes that display the rawness and vitality of her subjects. Born in South Korea, the German photographer
recently turned her lens on a particularly antagonistic bunch of roosters in her series Big Cocks. Shot in her distinctly discomfiting and emphatic style, the photographs are strikingly masculine and aggressive, documenting
the birds as they screech, splay their claws, and do karate-style leaps into the air.In a recent interview, Shin writes that while the portraits exude passion, they stray from the more systemic and militaristic views of violence
we often see. â€œThe short-lived outbursts of angry cock energy look Hellenistic and virile, she says.The photographer is represented by Reena Spaulings in New York, where Big Cocks was recently on display, and you
can view a larger collection of her work on the gallery&#8217;s site and her Instagram. (via Contemporary Art Daily)&nbsp;All images Â© Shota Suzuki, shared with permissionStaining friend&#8217;s hands with
dandelion heads and blowing their wispy seeds are a common childhood pastime and a simple joy that Shota Suzuki channels in his delicately constructed sculptures. The Kyoto-based artist painstakingly carves copper,
brass, and silver into barbed leaves and feathery seeds to recreate the ubiquitous herbs in each state of bloom and decay.To tarnish the textured metals and alter their colors, Suzuki uses combinations of vinegar, copper
sulfate, and acetic acid to create purples and blues. For the black components, he oxidizes pieces in dissolved sulfur. Suzuki&#8217;s coloring techniques are rooted in traditional Japanese patina methods including niiro,
which historically used daikon juices to alter the metal, and are the most demanding part of his process. The chemical modification is very sensitive and is affected by everything from the weather conditions to the dirt on
my hands. Itâ€™s hard to make the same color every time, he says in an interview with Kyoto Journal.Each dandelion is the product of hours of research, which begins while Suzuki walks around his neighborhood and
spots weeds in sidewalk cracks or garden flowers. He then works from memory and occasional glimpses of photos of the chosen plant, forgoing sketches and models to create pieces that merge scientific accuracy with
the artist&#8217;s vision, which he explains:Iâ€™ve never practiced the art of ikebana, but there is an element of it that comes through. My work does not portray a plant as it would be in its natural environment. Rather I
manipulate it in a way that I find to be beautiful. I think the composition especially, like the placement and length of the flowers and stems of the plant, is really important. So in that respect, it is rather similar to ikebana.See
more of Suzuki&#8217;s botanic sculptures, which include violets, cherry blossoms, and seaside daisies, on Artsy, and follow his latest works and updates to his shop on Instagram.&nbsp;Clearing Fog. All images Â©
Rachael Talibart, shared with permissionTo introduce her new body of work, Rachael Talibart writes that the rhythm of the tides, tethered to the waxing and waning of the moon, shapes our very sense of time. The
U.K.-based photographer captures the ebb and flow of the English coastline through photographs that frame both erupting waves and the days surrounding violent storms. AnÂ extension of her previous collection that
framed what appears to be otherworldly creatures jumping from the water, Talibart&#8217;s recent work has culminated in a book titled Tides and Tempests.While her subject matter is similar, she shares with Colossal
that limiting herself to southern coastlines has been fruitful. I think that what at first may seem like a restriction has actually made me more creativeâ€”it has forced me to dig deeper and look for images where I might
perhaps not have found them if I was more of a generalist, she says.While Tides and Tempests at times displays the mythical qualities and creatures of the water, it also includes the quieter moments. Talibart writes that
this broader focus has taught her patience and to find as much interest and delight in the slow sunsets and discarded shells as the frenzied storms. She expands on how the lengthy and varied story of the ocean has
shifted her view of time:The tidal cycle, the sound of waves, the shapes carved by wind and water on the shore, the call of sea birds, the curl of seafoam around a pebble, the shape of a shell, these all have a rhythm or
pattern that I find both energizing and soothing. But they donâ€™t always reveal themselves to you straight awayâ€”you have to be willing to invest time.If you&#8217;re in the U.K., Talibart teaches photography
workshops that focus on various aspects of her coastal subject matter. Otherwise, pick up a copy of Tides and Tempests, which features more than 120 images, from Kozu Books, and follow Talibart on
Instagram.&nbsp;ApolloEtainJadeMakaraFringe IIThe Lost WorldSurf StudyTouchClioâ€™s Dreamâ€• (2020), bronze and blue patina. All images Â© Coderch &amp; Malavia, shared with permissionAt the center of
Coderch &amp; Malaviaâ€™s artistic practice is the beauty of the human figure and its various expressions. The Valencia-based duo works collaboratively to cast bronze sculptures that explore the nuances of the body
through dance-like movements and distinct gestures. Natural details like golden branches and feathered wings embellish many of the heavily patinaed works, Coderch &amp; Malavia share, to evoke themes from classic
literature, theater, photography, cinema, and ballet. The human being is three-dimensional, they say. Probably that is the main reason why we are attracted to sculpture. It is the closest artistic representation of
ourselves.After a discussion on intentions for a new project, the pair generally works with a live model to help the sculpture take shape. The complicated part is organizing and sharing the physical creation of the work
itself because you need double discipline, they say. You must learn to trust your partner and be able to share your ideas and your work with him, and, above all, you must put your ego aside in order to stay equal to
commit to the final result.Get a glimpse into Coderch &amp; Malavia&#8217;s process on their site and Instagram, where you can also follow their upcoming exhibitions.&nbsp;Detail of Clioâ€™s Dreamâ€• (2020), bronze
and blue patinaDetail of Haiku (2019), bronzeDetail of Haiku (2019), bronzeMoonlight Shadow (2019), bronze, 80 centimetersOdette (2018), bronze, 68 centimetersDetail of Moonlight Shadow (2019), bronze, 80
centimetersDetail of Odette (2018), bronze, 68 centimetersHaiku (2019), bronzeUprising (2020). All images Â© Jason Anderson, shared with permissionJason Anderson visualizes city skylines, swooping highway
exchanges, and a range of urban landscapes through prismatic, impasto strokes of oil paint. The U.K.-based artist begins each painting with a black-and-white sketch before turning to the linen canvas and translating the
lively works. In recent months, he&#8217;s incorporated more curved lines and saturated tones alongside the pastels he&#8217;s used previously, resulting in abstract scenes of horizons and city centers rendered
through a mosaic of color.I relish the often frantic nature of mixing and arranging the paint in thick impressionistic daubs and submitting to a process that creates its own detail and form, the artist says in a statement. This
forces me to be bold and decisive; it also produces a kaleidoscope of shape and tone (reminiscent of stained-glass) which portrays the ever-present movement and energy found in nature.Although all of
Anderson&#8217;s works are currently sold out, you can follow updates on his commissions and new pieces on his site and view his finished paintings and sketches on Instagram.&nbsp;Terminus (2019)Sheer
(2020)Mistral (2020)Centrifuge (2020)Plaid (2020)Pulse (2020)Branch (2020)Hearth (2020)Artwork by Clarisse Provido, SVACE StudentWhether itâ€™s to advance your career or try something new, SVACE offers more
than 170 online courses to choose from. Visit sva.edu/ce to view all course offerings.Online courses are available in:AdvertisingAnimationArt &amp; ActivismDesignFilm and VideoFine 
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